5 July 2022

Send by email to: International 49er and FX Class Associations: Ben@porttackracing.com

To whom it may concern,

In accordance with World Sailing’s regulations (10.5e), approval is granted to the International 49er Class Association to permit organisers to amend the 49er Class Rules through the Notice of Race in accordance with RRS 87.

This approval is valid for the 2022 European Championship Only and limited to the changes presented below,

Yours sincerely

Jaime Navarro Delmas
Director of Technical and Offshore

---

49er Class Rules:

- **C.10.2 LIMITATIONS**
  
  Amend C.10.2 (b) to read:

  Either the MacDiarmid or North 3DI mainsail, the North 3Di jib sail, and the MacDiarmid Contender 75 Dynacote gennaker sail shall be used for Gold Fleet racing at the Europeans Championship.

49er and FX Class Rules:

- **C.10.1 MODIFICATIONS, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR**
  
  Amend C.10.1 to add:

  MODIFICATIONS

  (e) North 3Di “V1” Jib sails may be modified by North Sails lofts to achieve the same details as the “V2” when request for the modification has been acknowledged and approved by the Class Chief Measurer.